We constructed a PCR map of the 150 kb Spolllc-PheA region of the B a c i h s subtilis chromosome. It was established using known sequences of the spof//C bit, aadK s a K , spoWB and pheA loci and eight random sequence tags. The tags were generated using PFGE-purif ied DNA of yeast artificial chromosome WAC) 11-17 from the yeast clone which carries the major part of this region. The ends of two other YACs were positioned on the map using total DNA extracted from yeast cells carrying them. The procedure allowed the placement of precisely known and new (putative) genes on the physical chromosome map and the generation of sufficient amounts of DNA for sequencing this region. Apart from allowing correction of the genetic map in this region, these results demonstrate how a collection of long segments of bacterial chromosome and Long Accurate PCR can be used for reliable high-resolution physical mapping of an extended chromosome area.
The sequencing of the entire genome of Bacillzls szlbtilis is greatly impaired by the difficulty in cloning its DNA in standard Escbericbia coli vectors (Glaser et al., 1993; Ogasawara et al. ,1994) . This fact specifically hindered the report here data on LA PCR mapping of the 150 kb region between the spoIIIC andpheA loci of B. szlbtilis (for a recent version of the B. szlbtilis genetic map, see Anagnostopoulos et al. , 1993) .
B.-szlbtilis genome project and obliged the participants to use PCR for closing uncloneable gaps (Glaser e t al., 1993; Ogasawara et al. , 1994 ; Sorokin e t al., 1993) . T o provide a general solution to this problem, a strategy based on the use of yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) was developed in this laboratory (Sorokin et al., 1996a) . In this approach the YAC clones carrying long sequences of the B. subtili.r genome (Azevedo et al., 1993) are the source of DNA for cloning or the indicators of the region of interest by hybridization. The approach was greatly facilitated by applying Long Accurate PCR (LA PCR) protocols (Capuano e t al., 1996) . The use of primer multiplexing extended the efficiency of the strategy to 200 kb regions (Sorokin et al., 1996b) . It was also shown that the error rate generated by LA PCR does not exceed 1 in 7000, which is an acceptable level for genome sequencing projects (Capuano et al., 1996; Sorokin e t al., 1996b) . We During the first step we used known sequences from the SubtiList database contigs (Moszer et al., 1995 ; Perriere e t al., 1996) containing markers of spoIIIC (SubtiList contig SL227-1; 49 552 bp), blt (SL230-1; 3723 bp), aadK (SL235-1; 1053 bp), sacC (SL233-1; 5164 bp), spoVB (SL238-1; 2459 bp) and pbeA (SL240-1; 22685 bp). An extension of the SL233-1 contig up to 14021 bp was kindly provided by R. Mellado (personal communication). Primers corresponding to the ends of these contigs were synthesized ( Table 1 ). The protocol used (rTth supplier's protocol, Perkin Elmer) worked up to 25 kb and allowed amplification of the spollIC-blt, bitaadK, aadK-sacC and spo VB-pbeA intergenic fragments, with B. subtilis chromosomal DNA as template and the corresponding primers (Fig. 1) . Three YAC clones, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] described previously for B. mbtilis (Sorokin e t al., 1996b) , replacing lysozyme by the yeast lytic enzyme of Arthrobaiter h t e m (ICN Biochemicals). Primers, corresponding to the vector parts of these YACs (AB3 and AC2, Table l), were tested in LA PCR reactions against primers AC5, ADS, AD9, BA3, BA4, AA3, AG4, BA6, AA7 and AA8, which are homologous to the B. szrbtilis chromosome, using DNA from the yeast clones as template. This allowed us to position the ends of the YAC clones on the map and to extend the map by amplifying the AB3 x BA6 fragment (Fig. 1) . The remaining area appeared to be covered by YAC 11-17. PFGE-purified DNA of this YAC was cut by Ah1 and cloned in M13mp18, as described previously (Sorokin et al., 1996a) . Four hundred and eighty M13 clones were hybridized with the purified
The spoIIIC-pheA region of the B. szrbtilas chromosome YAC DNA and several fragments from the region, amplified by LA PCR. One hundred and twenty M13 clones gave a positive signal with YAC DNA and were not homologous to the LA PCR fragments. Sequencing of 29 randomly chosen clones gave 14 new unique tags corresponding to the as yet unmapped region. The remaining clones yielded B. subtilis sequences from this region that had been previously determined or sequences from the pYAC4 vector sequence. Finally, 14 primers matching the sequences of eight of the tags allowed us to complete the mapping and to derive the 'minimal PCR map ' shown in Fig. 1 .
The whole 130kb region of unknown sequence was amplified by seven LA PCR reactions (data not shown). The amplified fragments were tested for identity with the physical map of the B. subtilis chromosome. For this purpose, Southern hybridization of the LA PCR products and B. mbtili.r chromosomal DNA, cut with PstI, EcuRI or Hind111 restriction enzymes was performed in parallel. Analysis of the AA7 x AA8 fragment is shown on Fig. 2 as an example. No difference between the pattern of the PCR fragments and the chromosomal DNA was detected, apart from the restriction products containing the amplification primer sequences. This shows that the LA PCR fragments have the same structure as the chromosome. The size of the Nut1 fragment detected in this area corresponded perfectly to that mapped by Itaya (fragment 17N, 100 kb; Itaya, 1993) . The sequences of mapped tags were screened for homology using the BLASTX algorithm (Altschul e t al., 1990). We found that the encoded proteins have homologies to amino acid transporters, cysteine synthase and to three hypothetical proteins, the latter apparently conserved in bacteria (Table 2) . Six new putative genes can therefore be placed on the map of this area. It should also be mentioned that the approach described here allowed us to position precisely the genes located previously in this part of the chromosome. This is particularly relevant to the aadK (Ohmiya e t al., 1989) and blt loci, the latter shown to be the same as a+4 (Ahmed et al., 1995) . The method applied here is therefore very powerful for the mapping of sequenced genes and can be 
